Searching for Videos at Marymount and WRLC Libraries

Marymount

1. To look for videos at Marymount, click on Advanced Search. In one box type **mmva** (this is a code for all MU videos, CDs and DVDs.)

2. In the other boxes, add other search terms.

3. If your search terms require two or more words, use the drop down menu and select “as a phrase.”

WRLC Libraries

1. To look for videos at WRLC Libraries, click on Guided Keyword, and in one box type **videorecording**. In the other boxes, add other search terms.
Using Videos from Marymount and WRLC Libraries

1. Marymount Media Collection indicates the item is located in the first floor stacks, behind the reference desk.

2. Faculty members may borrow videos at other WRLC libraries through Media Share. Contact the Media Share Coordinator, at 703-284-1533 or fill out a request form.

Reserving Videos

1. Faculty members may reserve Marymount videos by filling out a Video Request Form at the Circulation desk. Do this to ensure it will be available for your use on a particular day.

2. To reserve videos through Media Share, contact the Media Share Coordinator at least one week in advance. The loan period for Media Share materials is two weeks.

3. For further questions about policies, fines, and fees, go to Circulation.